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Dunham Favors
Immediate U.S.
Entry Into War
Says Britain Would Allow
Fair Peace Pact Based
On Econpmic Viewpoint
Prof. Aileen Dunham of the history
department favors the United States
entry into this second World War im.
mediately in order to rid the world
of the Nazi menace quickly, she told
members of the CongresjionalVclub
at their meeting Monday, NovV 10
The club interviewed Miss Dunham
onthe i .resolution: "In order to defeat
Hitler the U. S. should take all neces
sary steps, including war."
Miss Dunham was the first, speaker
on this subject which will be discussed
in the club during the next few weeks.
She opened with the assertion that this
nation is already committed to the
defeat of Nazism. The President, by
initiating policies which favor Great
Britain and her allies, has placed this
country in that position.
Favors Presidential Power
In support of the President's poli-
cies, which she favors entirely, Prof.
Dunham said that there must be con-siderab- le
leeway allowed the President
in times of great danger. Although
1 such leeway would sap away demoo
racy, if these extra powers were ex-
tended over a long period of time,
.the President must be able to act im-
mediately to suppress those dangers at
hand.
Whebasked, .j&jye. should .formally
declare war against Germany, she re- -
'
plied that there has been a breakdown
of International Law in the last few
years, and that there is no clear dis
tinction now between declared and un- -
.
declared warfare. But she added that
she was in favor of our going into the
war immediately so that it could be
ended quickly. She emphasized the
fact that a formal declaration would
have a good effect on the morale of
this country and Great Britain, but
." would dishearten the Germans.
Fair Peace is Possible
In answer to the questions as to
what would be the English and Amer
ican attitudes toward peace after the
war and would they allow fair peace,
she said that Britain has a sense of
fair play in high degree, and that
Churchill, who - first warnedof the
Nazi menace, is not a revengeful
statesman. The world alsb thinks high
ly of Roosevelt as a statesman.
Miss Dunham maintained the peace
treaty that will follow the war will be
decided from an economic viewpoint
and not politically as was the last one,
She suggested that this treaty be pro
visional and that final peace should
be reached only after a period of
abouttenyears..-Sh- e also added that
Germany would be decentralized and
that a federation of states built on an
(Continued on Page 4)
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Facts In
Review
By STAN COATES -
--WEDNESD AYr NOV.-- 5 Canada
reports Nazi subs operating close to
coast.
THURSDAY Seventeen U. $.
technicians die when ship is sunk on
way to England . . . Russian ' mine
sinks Jap liner.
FRIDAY U. S. will give Russia
one billion dollars in aid . . . Reuben
James was on way to aid U. S.
tanker --Salinas,- which
--
was also
-tor-
pedoed
but not sunk",'. . Another
Jap liner is sunk . ... Rumors of Fin-
nish peace ... Hull says U. S will
-- spend --75- billion dollars
-- to defeat
'Hitler x
SATURDAY Sudden storm claims
37 British bombers. Greatest loss suf-
fered by either side in night bomb-
ing .
.'.
Senate passes measure, to
arm ships and send them into 'combat
zones; now bill goes to House.
SUNDAY RAF loses 52 planes
in another big raid ... Nazis halted;
Reds counter-attac- k.
MONDAY Churchill says Britain
will declare war on Japan within an
hour after she clashes with U. S. ; also
says RAF now as big as Luftwaffe . . .
Bad railroad wreck at Dunkirk, O., 12
dead, 40 injured.
TUESDAY Armistice Day New
crisis looms in Far East . . . Nazis
' stopped . . . Administration -- considers
--newtaxes. : 5 :
GOOD Churchill's claims for
England's new air power; increased
raids on the Continent; Nazi drive
halted with' terrific losses; British
smash Italian convoy.
... BAD New danger in East;" Bri-rv?r"-ri- al
losses. --
.'.'.
Players Present
Famous Mystery
"Ladies in Retirement", the tense,
spine-tinglin- g horror play of stage
and movie fame, will be presented here
by the Little Theatre Players of Woos-te- r
on Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day, Nov. 27-2- 9.
Tickets will go on sale Tuesday,
Nov. 18, at the entrance to Kauke.
After that date they may be pur-
chased at the Rexall drug store. The
price of admission is 35 cents.
The cast includes Helen Kelly as
Ellen Creed; Celia Retzler, Leonora
Fiske; Lois Clowes, Emily Creed; Jane
Menold, Louisa Creed; Robert Marsh,
Albert Feather; Clarice Miraldi, Sister
Theresa; " and Alice Neff,. Lucy, the
maid. ' -
.
The setting, which will represent a
p re-Tud- or house located on an eerie,
mist-ridde- n estuary of the Thames Riv-
er in London was designed by Mary
Wilcox, a graduate of last year. The
use of luminescent paint, 'a real brick
wall, and an antique square grand
piano -- are features that make the set
unique.
The
,
plot begins with the murder
of Lenora Fiske by her housekeeper,
Ellen Creed. Ellen's two mentally de
ranged sisters, Emily and Louisa, come
to live with her. The three secure con-
trol of the. house and income of the
murdered ' LenoraTFiskeTAlt goes well
until . . But come to the play and
see for yourself.
Senate Presents
Last All-Colle- ge
The last all-colle- ge dance before the
Christmas Formal to be sponsored by
the Student Senate will be held in the
gyni on Saturday, Nov. 1 5, from 8
to 11 p.m.
Frankie Reynolds revamped orches
tra will be furnishing the music.
Frankie announces that he has intro-
duced several changes in personnel
plus some new set-up- s in general or
ganization in
.
an effort to make the
campus favorites better than ever.
Tickets for the dance will be 63
cents per couple.
Wishart Endorses
Students' Efibri to
President Charles F. Wishart, along
with other leading educators from all
parts of the country, has endorsed the
pledge dedicating every effort of the
American students to a total defense
of America, and full aid to the coun
tries fighting Hitlerism, according to
an announcement of the National
Student Council for Democracy in
Education.
The. pledge", which has been received
by students of all sections of the coun
try, reads as follows: "Students of
England, Russia, and China:
"Greetings Fellow Students of Lon
don, ' Moscow, and Chungking, who
every day offer your lives in the front
ine defenses of your liberties and ours.
Deeply conscious of the grave threat
to Democracy re ducation,-an-d our
country as a sovereign nation, we
pledge our unstinting aid and coop
eration to you in this common strug
gle of all humanity' to destroy Nazi
barbarism.
"Every resource of our universities
and schools shall be harnessed to this
supreme task. Our technical training,
our knowledge, our every effort, and
our lives if necessary, shall be devoted
Frosh Plan Biggest
Fire ForTLast Rally
.
!
.
"We want to make this the biggest
fire on this campus since Bitters Bot-
tle burned," said Bill Lytle, the Frosh
student senator in charge of the bon- -
re. The rally and bonfire will be held
preceeding the Wittenberg game at
7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 15 in flhe back
of Scovel.
All freshman men who want to
helpvbuild or guard it should see Bill
Lytle. Since this is the last fire of the
season, the entire band is urged to be
there.
Students Must Hand in
TimeSlipsrbyMonday
Arthur Murray, director of Student
Aid, announces that this N. Y. A.
period ends Saturday, Nov. 13 and
that all time slips must be in the Stu
dent Aid office- - not later than Mon
day, Nov. 17. "...
Senate Hears Plans
For Uniforms; Tries
) New Gym Lighting
Several items which the Senate feels
are of considerable interest to the stu-de- nt
body were discussed at the Stu-
dent Senate meeting Monday, Nov.
10 in the Senate room.
Suggestions for .new uniforms for
the "cheerleaders were presented but no
definite action was taken. Committee
Chairman Virinia, Clark will welcome
any ideas that the students may have
about these uniforms.
The Senate is still hot on the trail
of the rope used in the Frosh-Sop- h
bag rush. Senate President Jerry Stryk-e- r
indicated that the Senate's detec
tives have some valuable clues and will
probably locate the pilfered rope
within a few days. ;
A motion to change the deadline
date "for Color Day scenarios was
passed which moved the date up to
Feb. 15, The original deadline of
Mar. 3 did not allow enough time
for the necessary judging and subse
quent preparation.
Sometime in the near future, dec
oration committees for dances in the
gym will be greatly aided by a new
modernistic system of lighting which
the Senate is having installed. No
purchases have been made but the
Senate members arerying the rela-tiv- e
merits of various" samples. With
the advent of. these new fixtures, the
Senate feels, one of the perennial
headaches connected with decorating
the gym will be solved.
Prof. Moore" Gives
, Pageant Suggestions
All those interested in writing pag
eants for Color Day, 1942, are in
vited to attend two lectures on pag
eant writing to be given by Prof, Fred
erick W. Moore, of the English de
partment, on Monday and Tuesday,
Nov. 17 and 18, at 4 p.m. in Kauke
112. Mr. Moore will discuss in par
ticular selection and development of
themes appropriate for Color Day
scenarios.
Pledge Dedicating
American Defense
to the defense of our country, in the
firm belief that .culture and free edu
cation can exist only in a free land.
"In fulfilling this solemn pledge,
may we be as resolute and fearless as
you are that truth and freedom shall
not perish from the earth."
-- When the National Student Coun
cil for Democracy in Education was
formed last spring at a conference at
Harvard university, it dedicated itself
to the preservation and extension of
Democracy in Education. They realize
that in this pledge the defense of the
ideals of freedom, equality, and de-
mocracy in the schools are inextricably
bound up with the .defense of our
country.
Four Debaters Appear
At Rittman Rotary Club
In Open Forum Debate
Four Wooster debaters will appear
before the Rotary club of Rittman
tonight in an open forum debate.
The Rotary meeting will be held in
the United Brethren church at 6:30
p.m.
Stanley Coates and Robert Kerr
willbetheffirmauve1 speakers-a-nd
Douglass Zook and Eugene Beem,
the negative speakers. These students
are members of the Wooster debating
class.
.
'
-
The question will be: Resolved, That
the federal government should reg-
ulate by law all labor unions. Each
speaker will be allotted seven min
utes and there will be two rebuttal
speeches by Zook and Coates.
Band Nets 90 on Tag
Sale During Game Sat.
Proceeds from the sale of tags for
the benefit of the band amounted to
tfSIOj-accor-
ding -- to Mr r-S- tanley- B.
Davis, director. The sum, placed in
the band fund, will be used for pur-
chasing instruments and music.
.
Tag Day, usually held during Home
coming week-en- d was postponed this
year until Dad's Day because of the
73th Anniversary. '
Stalker Predicts
Novel '44 Prom
A classy band, --novel decorations
and better-than-avera- ge ticket sales
point toward a real success for the
Sophomore Prom-e- n Fridavnift
Such was the prediction of Dance
Chairman John Stalker in reviewing
the coming 44 Formal."
The music Earl Hood, a colored
maestro, will send his outfit to the
campus for their first appearance
here. Those who have heard the band
find his original arrangements in Basie
style great for listening and right for
dancing.
The Decorations "Unpredictable",
says Johnny. Something about "match
Kicks" was the only available clue, but
Friday night will undoubtedly find the
gym in perfect condition for the af
fair.
The "gate" all the bids have been
taken by the sophomores althouch
some are available to upperclassmen
and freshmen fromdass members who
cannot use their bids. For those who
prefer to watch and listen, 10c per
couple will be the balcony charge.
Assisting Stalker on the dance com
mittee are Ginnie Clark, program
chairman and Bruce Brown in charge
of decorations,
.
New Service Leads
-
Civilian-Discussi- on :
Of Current Issues
The Civilian Morale Service, an
educational Droeram designed ta helnv 0 ( r
students --and -ad- ults-in-understanding
the many complicated " problems of
these critical times, was -- established
this fall upon the plea of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt. In a letter ad
dressed to Paul V. McNutt, Adminis
trator, Federal Security, Acencv. Mr
Roosevelt requested that the United,
States Commissioner of Education,
John W. Studebaker. be asked "to
canvass the ways and means by which
plans for public discussion mieht be
most effectively adapted to the present
situation."
The official organ of the Civilian
Morale Service, a 28 page pamphlet,
was received by Jerry Stryker, presi
dent of the Student Senate, last week
The general purpose of the service
as outlined in this pamphlet by Mr.
Studebaker are: to encourage the wide
spreadpartic,ipfttionof, students , and
teachers in all types of voluntary eda
cational activities; to mobilize the re
sources of our educational system to
achieve a common understanding of
pressing public issues;" to" expand the
facilities of our educational-agenci- es
and to prepare volunteer speakers to
lead newly-forme- d adult discussion
groups.
Plans Suggested
- A lisrof the needs In expanding
this educational program include
speakers and discussion leaders; new
forums, classes and study groups; ar
(Continued on Page 4)
Senior Will Present
Voice Recital Tuesday
Virginia Witzler, senior music stu-
dent, will give a voice, recital in the
chapel-onTTuesdayj-Novr;23- )""at 8:15
p.m.
The program will include Bach's
"Sheep that May Safely Graze" and
Meyerbeer's "The Shadow Song" from
"Dinorah".
Miss Witzler --will also" sing" two
compositions by Richard Strauss,
"Standchen" and "Breit Uber Mein
Haupt", and two by Hugo Wold, "El- -
fenlied" and "Die Ihr Schwebet".
--
. The remainder of the program will
be "Charmant Oiseau" by David;
"Une Tabatiere a Musique" by A.
layoff 'Romance'i-b- y Debussy j-- Voci
di Primavera" by Johann Strauss;
"Strew" by Wintter Watt; "A Little
China Figure" by Franco Leoni;
"Night is Coming" by Erno Balogh;
and "April Children" by Clive Carey.
Rachel Schobert will accompany
Miss Witzler at the piano.
Little 'Announces Date of
Last All-Colle- ge Meal
Miss Mabel C. Little, director of
dormitories, has announced that the
last all-colle- ge meal before the Thanks-
giving vacation will be served at noon
on Wednesday, Nov. 19. That after
noon at 4:30, sandwiches and cocoa
will be provided in all the dormitories.
Dinner on Wednesday night will be
served in Hoover Cottage for all stu-
dents. On Thursday and Friday all
those remaining will have their meals
in Babcock, and on Saturday and
Sunday, in Holden. All. the dining
rooms except Babcock will be open
on Sunday night. Senior women will
eat in Holden. "
Polish Princess Describes
"Conquered Life" Tonight
Trustees Consider
Financial Reports,
New Conservatory
The Trustees of the College of
Wooster convened Friday," Nov 7,
for their annual fall meeting at which
time important reports were made
public.
The purchase of the Dewitt and
Qyerholt properties was completed and
the board officially decided that the
Overholt residence would be the new
Conservatory of Music.
William H. Miller, of Canton, Ohio,
chairman of the financial -- committee
reviewed the last 15 years of Woos
ter's financial history pointing out the
unimpeded steady growth in assets and
endowments.
James R. McLaughlin, as adminis
trator of the Gertrude Gingrich es
tate, reported that the total, sum re
ceived by the College of Wooster from
the properties of the late Emeritis
Professor of German amounted to
$52,607.26.
Because of ill health Mr. Henry B.
Manton of Akron, Ohio, trustee since
1918, announced his resignation from
the Board.
It was announcedthaohe addresses
eiven durine the 75th Anniversary
celebration will in the near future, be
compiled and published for public
distribution.
No Vdice Next Week
No issue of the Wooster Voice
will be published next week be-
cause of the Thanksgiving holi-
days. The next scheduled publica-
tion date is Thursday, Nov. 27.
The vacation period begins at
5:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 19
and ends Monday, Nov. 24, at
8 a.m.
YM, YW Plan For
Barn Dance Nov. 29
A barn dance will be the event of
the evening for the members of the
Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.CA on Nov.
29. A nearby barn is being sought for
the occasion, but if one can't be had.
the dance will be held on the hill.
The following committees have been
announced, by M.-- G A. president,
Bob West: refreshments, John Smeltz
.and - Clarke Weygandt; chaperones,
John Blank; , music and novelty, Bill
Jones; decorations, Bill Joseph and
Bob Homan; publicity, Hank Rut-ledg- e.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, Dr. George
Coffey of Wooster showe.d motion pic-
tures of Europe to the Y. M. C. A.
These pictures were taken on one of
the Sherwood Eddy Peace Tours. Dr.
Coffey augmented his pictures with a
short, explanatory talk. -- :
Nov.' 26 "will" mart the first joint
Y.M.C.A.-Y.W.C.- A. meeting of the
year.
After Thanksgiving, the weekly
meetings of the Y.M.C.A. will feature
a series of vocational guidance lec
tures and discussions.
.
.
,
.
Majority Approves
Before Sending
A majority of Wooster students fav;
or a populaf vote before American
soldiers can be sent abroad. Most
students are opposed to fighting Japan
even if Japan attacks Russia.
In answer to the question, "Should
a vote of the people be required be-
fore Congress can send men to fight
overseas?", 415 (66.1 ) answered
"yes."; 212 (33.9) answered "no".
A much larger majority of women(75) compared to men (57) fav- -
or popular aproval of an A.E.F. Sen-
ior men were the only group to give
a majority "vote of "no" in answer to
the question. Senior women had the
highest percentage favoring the vote.
Fifteen did not answer the question.
A tabulation by classes follows:
Senidrs: Lyes-6- 4, no 36
uniors
.
yes 65, no 35
Sophomores yes 64, no 36
reshmen yes 69 , no 3 1
On the question, "If Japan attacks
Russia, should the U. S take military
action against Japan?", 400 students
(63.6) were of the opinion thauhe
Ohio Y.W. Goes
On Annual Tour
Jean Ann Cotton, president o
the College of Wooster Y.W.CA., will
take part in the annual American Ac
quaintance Tour, to be held Nov. 15
16 in Cleveland, under auspices of the
Y.W.CA. in that city. This ' year's
presidents of the Y.W.CA. organiza
tions in Northern Ohio colleges and
universities will study at first hand the
history, culture and religion of the
Jewish' people. '
During the tour sessions will be held
in Western Reserve university and in
the Church of the Covenant. A special
service will also be held in Ansel Tem
pie, " with the symbols of the Jewish
faith being explained. Rabbi Silver and
other noted speakers will be heard by
the 200 student representatives. '
PeaceGroupGives
"Foodless Banquet
In commeration of Armistice Day,
the Peace Service Fellowship held a
"foodles-s- banquet" in the Bennett
House, Tuesday, Nov. ,11. Each guest
at the banquet contributed the money
which he would ordinarily have spent
for his evening meal, and the total
fund was sent to the American Friends
Service Committee, the Quaker, or
ganization which is carrying on exten
sive relief work abroad. The purpose
of this unusual meal was to 'create
interest in the plight of the thousands
who are starving in Europe, and to
discuss plans for informing the pub'
lie concerning the Hoover Plan for
feeding these unfortunate peoples. It
was decided to organize deputation
teams which will appear before civic,
church and social groups in the com
munity, in behalf of the Hoover Plan
and to circulate petitions urging Con
gress to make an effort to give it a
trial."
Plan Free Food Passage
Under the plan, Germany and Eng
land would agree to allow the passage
of food through the blockade in small
quantities where it would be received
and-administered-Jio-
lely by a neutral
commission in Belgium. Aid would be
given through bread line and soup
kitchens to small children, aged de
pendents and expectant mothers only
Absolutely no one 'else Would receive
anyof the food. A plan of this kind
was very successfully carried on by
Mr. Hoover's commission in the last
war. It would.be tried first in Bel-
gium, and after proving successful
there, would be spread to the other
small democracies, Holland, Denmark
and Norway. Food shipments would
automatically cease should any com
modities be seized by Germany or her
allies,; or were the agreement to be
violated in any other way by any of
the belligerents. '
, Plan to Arouse Public Opinion
.The Peace Service Fellowship car
ried out a simflar plan for arousing
public opinion concerning the ghastly
situation last year, and because the
(Continued on Page 4)
of Popular Vote
Forces Overseas
United. Jt8te.shodd-not-take-
. action
against" Japan; 229 (36.4) believed
that if Russia were attacked by Japan,
the United States should come to
Russia's aid. In each class a larger
majority of women than men were
against war with
.
Japan. Thirteen stu-
dents were undecided on this ques-
tion.'
A tabulation by classes:
Seniors .. . yes 36 , no 64
Juniors "yes--3- 8, no 62
Sophomores yes 40 , no 60
Freshmen yes 34, no 66
Alumni Office Publishes
75th Anniversary Talks
It has been announced by the alum-
ni office that a booklet containing the
complete addresses given by all the
speakers for the 75th Anniversary
celebration will soon be published. It
will be put on sale at a nominal price.
Students may obtain the Wooster
Alumni Bulletin" in the alumni office
for 23 cents copy.
WSGA Sponsors Refugee
Authoress; Holds Formal
Reception After Lecture
Princess Paul Sapieha, author of the
best-sell- er "Polish Profile", will speak
on --"Daily Life of the Conquered",
this evening, Nov. 13, at 8 pja. in
Memorial chapel. There will.be no
admission charge.
Princess Sapieha's talk is sponsored
by the Women's Self --Government As-
sociation. A formal reception will be
held in Babcock lounge following the
lecture. All senior girls and faculty
women are invited to come.
Bora in America
Princess" SapiehartheTAmerican
born wife of a Polish prince, was ed-
ucated at Vassar college and the Uni-
versity of Grenoble in France. Fol-
lowing their marriage in 1933. Prince
and Princess Sapieha made their home
in Poland until the invasion. Thev are
now living in New York Gty with
their two young children. "
The princess had done extensive
writing before her marriage, and since"
her return to America has resumed it
along with recturing.Her new and re
vealing novel of life in war-tor- n
Poland, "Where the Heart Belongs",
will be ready for publication early in
the spring.
Princess-Saptefaa-be- fofg her mar- -
riage was Virgilia Peterson, the daugh-
ter of Dr. Frederick Peterson, former
head of the American Neurological
Association. She married Prince Sa-
pieha, a member of one of Poland's
oldest land-ownin- g families, and went
with him to live at Rawa Ruska, the
family estate near Lemberg in south- -'
eastern Poland. During their life there,
the princess had oooortunitip fnr
wide travel on the continent and many
interesting contacts in European capi
tals. The Sapiehas left Poland just
before the Nazi invasion. They fled
to Roumania, and finally reached
New York.
Haa Broad View
Princess Sapieha's interpretation of
conditions in war-tor- n Europe com
bines both an American perspective
and the intimate view of a Polish
noblewoman and mother. She is par
ticularly interested in the war's effect
on the children of the stricken coun
tries, and gives a glimpse of her own
children s . reactions ; as examples of
what she deems indicative of the feel
ings ofthe young victims ofwar.
.The Sapiehas are not making their
home in this country; they are lec
turtng and writing. Some day they
expect to return to Poland.""
Coolidge Commends
Dr. Bell as Writer
Bernard Iddings Bell, who will be
on the campus Dec. 1-- 4 as speaker
for the annual Week of Prayer, is a
prolific
.
writer as well as a distin
guished educator and churchman.
During the-p- ast 20 years hehas-publish-ed
15 books and a large num
ber of essays 'and articles appearing
in the Atlantic Monthly and other
current periodicals.
"Understanding Religion", his most
recent volume, has been off the press
only a few months. Among other
books of Dr. Bell's available in the
college library are
.
"Beyond Agnos-
ticism" (1929), "Preface to Religion"
(1935), "In the Gty of Confusion"
(1938), and "Religion for Living"
1940). The second of these is based
on the Coleman lectures at Lafayette
college, a series somewhat analogous
to that which he will present at Woos
ter.
Dr. Lowell W. Coolidge, of the
Wooster English department, says of
Dr. Bell:
"Fw men writing in the field of ,
religion today have a more felicitous
literary style than Dr. Bell. His clear,
incisive thinking and broad, human
experience reveal themselves in a
sharpness of phrase and aptness of il
lustration which ar not too common
anywhere. And his ideas, to me at
least, are always cogent and provoca
tive.
Band Rehearses Tuesday
Begmninjf next week tht band will
rehears in Kauk on Tuesday ev
rungs instead of on Mondays. The
rehearsals will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
The change was decided upon by mem-
bers of the band because of conflicts
with ' the student recitals and Fort-
nightly meetings.
T- -e Two
Robert G. Wilder.
C B. Satterthwi
Ralph Cridu
John Stranahan
.Jiditoc-i- n --Chief
uaincM Manager
rWirXW RirVarJ - ' Manas in or Editor
Beckv Hottetter. Jean HudonlLCopy Editori
-- lean Smeltx Feature Editor
, Cliff Alexander.
Harry Bigelow.
Jana Adams- -
Lewis Van da Visse-Norm- an
Wright
ASSISTANTS
Edith Beck, Herb Ervin, Lois Schroeder, John Gebhardt,
Phyllis Johnaon, Roger Beci, Margaret Neely. Peggy Welah,
Betty McPhee, Ellen Vaugh, Ed Morrii, Betty Piatt. Nancy
Ruth, John Stalker, Ed Fisher, Marjorie Page, Kenneth Cohen,
Norman Wright.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Either Robinaon, Barbara Haaa, Ruth Twitchell, Elinor
Ehrman, Carrie Berwick, Corienne-Coppock- , Marilyn Miller,
Fredrica Thomai, Betty Ruuell, Barbara Row, Hank Miller,
Bob Oouglaat, Phyllia Van Dmer, Carrol Reed, George Koch,
Phillip Frank.
M. S. G. A. Inactive
What has happened to the new Men's Self'
Government Constitution which we heard so
much about dunng the first part of the year?
We understand that a committee was ap'
pointed to formulate the constitution or re'
vise the old one.' However, if this committee
is like most committees, it is probably in the
throes of sleeping sickness. It's about time
that the M.S.G. A.council presented Jthc.draf t
to the men students.
We recall that the M.S.G.A. president made
this statement to the Voice before his elec
tion,. "I shall also attempt to revise the anti'
quated constitution which is now practically
impossible to enforce." Hayes has taken the
first step, but this does not mean that we will
ever see a constitution. Too often such reconv
mendations have died in committees.
The president made the statement that the
constitution is now practically impossible to
"enforce. However, must we remind him that
.
the old constitution is still in force until either
voted down or replaced by a new one.
There are too many violations at the present
time. It is the president's duty when he ac'
cepts such a responsible position to see that
, the standards set up by the M.S.G.A. and the
college be upheld in so far as they come under,
his authority. We are not suggesting " that
those in authority be policemen or watch dogs
but when they see deliberate, violations of the .
rules, it is up to them to reprimand the vio'
.
Too long has the M.S.G.A. president's of'
fice been nothing more than a title. It is a
position which should carry as much authority
and prestige as the W.S.G.A. judicial and
administrative offices. If any of the penalities
written"" into" the " constitution 'were- - imposed
upon a student, the. likelihood is that the stU'
dent would laugh in the administrator's face.
This attitude must be changed.
If the prevailing constitution is too con'
: sefvative.1 it should . be
-
replaced .with la morel
liberal one. However", if the men are satisfied
with it, the rules should be enforced-rathe- r
than become a mere mockery.- - We would like
to see the Men's Self 'Government Association
come to life, and earn that prestige which
should accompany such a body of men.
Ours Nol to Ask Why
Someone had blundered.
; Theirs not to mae repyT'-Their- s
not to reason why, .
Theirs but to do and die.
The above quotation from Tennyson could
well be the theme of Tuesday morning's chapel
address. The speech did hot differ greatly
from the usual type of harangue which we
have been hearing ever since the war started.
. It was merely more frank and illuminating.
The cat is out of the bag and it is our lives
' that may be sacrificed to preserve the demo- -
' cratic way rThere 'were no insinuations," no
vague statements. Everything was brought into
the open. '
-- We were told to sacrifice our lives willingly-- so
that our wly of life might be preserved.
It is the same argument which has been pre
sented to innumerable generations" to justify
their slaughter on the battlefield. Only a short
while ago we were being assured that this
step was unnecessary. If we would only give
Britain the material aid she required, no
more would be asked. But, as some of us al'
ways 6uspected, the final sacrifice is now being
.demanded. v .
It has come sooner than we expected. We
are asked to give our lives and let it go at
that. We are not to ask why. We aren't to
know what we would be fighting for. We
are merely to accept the decision of our elders
and do it cheerfully.
In one breath the speaker' stated that we
were too young to remember the first war,
and referred tous as boys and girls. In the
next he called us men and, women and saicT
that we must give our", lives for the cause.
Evidently we are now "old enough to be told
what to do. We are to be sent on a crusade to
' save something or other, and the less noise we
make about it the better. It is not ours to
?' uestion the reasoning of those' who blundered,
t is only ours to obey. . "
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v The ladies, God bless "em, are the producers
and theIoDjccSf a lot of laughs. Some of the "
- best producers are Cornelia Otis Skinner and ,
Carolyn Wells and Margaret Fishback and
Dorothy Thompson. The best subjects are, of .
course, any woman and any woman's hat. We
write this with impunity,, for the gate are ad
mirable sports. Certainly the spouse of the
man who answered, "That was "no lady, that
was my wife' must have been. She has endured
a lot. ,.- - i
---On- c of "thelcresrrartoons-vc,v-e scon
. ..was one in the TsLew Yorer showing anJold
dame, her. arms loaded down" with packages,
trying to cross a busy thoroughfare. A half'
.
dozen boy scouts were clustered -- around trying
to help by tugging the old1 dear ihis way arid
that. The caption read: "One at a time, dam'
mit, one at a time!" ;
Martha Bruere and Mary Beard have col-
lected womanly wit in their book, Laughing
Their Way. They include a verse by Persis
Greely Anderson entitled: "The Feet"
How interesting are the feet;
-- Utilitarian, yet neat, -
JThey go in sacrificial shoes
Down crowded streets and avenues
And salesmen spend exciting days
In fitting them to triple "A"s.
Preeminent for bravery . , ,
Through life's extreme variety,
Inferno or Decameron,
The feet, undaunted, carry on
Attired in modish black of red -
"And rush where angels fear to tread.
Antlieltrthere" is est6ryaboutrQueerf--Victoria- 's
royal barge. It seems the good queen v
had the habit of visiting the docks quite reg'
ularly'to inspect progress. on a yacht she had
ordered. And she thought nothing of com'
manding changes and alterations that made
the engineers "and designers fairly tear-'thei- r
hair. "We desire -- a fireplace over there," she
might say. "And the dining room must be
longer and wider."
.
The helpless builders were compelled by all
that was royally right" and holy to obey each
whim. Finally the boat was completed. A
crowd gathered for -- the launching. The queen
gave the signal. Down the ways slid the vessel,
and, in a manner quite as determined and
quiet as her mistress, sank to the bottom of
the river. By J.B.'
MEMOS Ifbm
the DATE BOOK
By Jo
Midst all the whispers and whist' ":rs which
have passed in review this past week, your re-
porter feels doomed to an inferiority complex
unless - there - is of this"; - a - possibility - - spicing -
column with a neat bit of caption like the
Social Sniffler or a reasonable
,
facsimile. But
glares from the big'wigs stifle all thoughts of
originality on my part and so I'll just con-tinu- e
in rambling fashion to jot down all the
memos of date life which come' to my attcn-tio- n.
Correction please! Not all is .date life it
appears, as. Friday afternoon from 4'6 p.m.
; is to be strictly an liltra-feminin- e affair when
Mrs.' Wishart entertains the freshman girls
IjitJheiLhomeiTlier
those tea leaves-- , but who's worrying about the
future as long as at present there will be tea
to warm that chilled marrow, the atmosphere
of Prexy's home, old friends to chat with and
new friends to meet?
Then progressing by classes we find that
next the Sophs are moving right and center for1
their big splash of the season, the SOPHO'
MQRE PROM. We are assured by a zealous
minority that at the gym, Friday night, there
will bea cure, for all ills Jn the boogie'Basie
"rhythm of Earl Hood'P'sharp" baridlind with-danci-ng
from 842 it is logical to expect a
general' trend of physical improvement in the
class of44 ;
Saturday, Notre' Dame kicks .off at North'
western, Cornell plays host to Dartmouth and
Wooster give's the pigskin its final boot of the
1941 season opposite Wittenberg. Game time :
is 2:15 as ysual and there's some hope for
.
snow flurries if this cold weather continues to
redden our cheeks and make our teeth chat'
ter.
But in-spi- te of the breeze and blow, we'll all
please "ta show our cold apparitions at the, .
gym, Saturday night; from 841 is time to shine
at the last ALL-COLLEG- E of the fall sea- - .
son. That solid old man is here again, nee
Frankie Reynolds, and so here's to the nimble'
footed and light-hearte- d! Let's hope it's a real
celebration of victory!
Oh yes! Lest. I forget! There's an Open
House on the bill of fare, too, as SIXTH SEC' '
--TION --will --intermission- at-nome- -and- permit
their ladies fair to view the inner sanctum' of
Kenarden Sixth before returning to the dance.,
There you have it straight from me to you!
If there's any whistling being done, I hope it's .
partly the result of the good times you're going --
to have this week-end- , In the meantime why
not just whistle while you work! 1 '
Steadies, Athletes, Music Lovers Find
Kauke Social. Booms Jrjie-Paradi- se
-
-
- ; -
'
wrv
' Pong, we hope. Huddled over the pool
. Where can one see a cross section ,. .
. .
table are the boys. Their hats percht xvr .l on 'of theWooster on campus? By enter- - , , ,,
on the backs of their heads, and oldit j j vi 'small side Kaukeing one door into n
. c . . clothes cover their frames; the male'nnt firiH rnrjran in fnnmt ouprv
.
type of person imaginable. The Kauke ? PTfys Po1- - ThirmIight
social rooms house music lovers, lov-
ers, and athletes, plus what have you.
We have opened the door and
stepped inside. To our left 4we see a
dimly lighted room from which issues
.
the strains of classical music. Some-
times the music seems too grand and
big for the little room, We look in and
with activity and one can hear these
lovers of beauty saying "That bass
sounds like twinkle, twinkle, little
star. T can recognize that one But
these moments of frantic activity are
rare, indeed too rare. The room is us.
ually dark and quiet.
What is that everlasting racket
Dear Editor: -
I am not connected in any way
with either the Voice or the Whisper,
but, as a reader of both, I should like
to know what the editors of the Whis-
per consider adequate attention in
the Voice to their side of the so-call- ed
'fight. "
.
"7"'
What do they expect in an editor-
ial column? To whom does the col-
umn- belong? Is it not the editor's
column in which he may express his
own views? Since he can express only
one opinion,' how can he be expected
to voice opposing sides each week?
Furthermore, have the authors of op-
posing opinions ever been refused the
right to publish a letter? Have they
ever been refused the right to publish
news of their meetings? Have thev
ever been refused the right to publish
any article expressing their views?
.
What more could they want?
So they publish the Whisper to air.
the views of the "intelligent sincere
group" which has no organ as does
the "large sincere group" which - is
"so nobly championed by the Voice".
I realize that two issues are little
basis on wriichojudgeapaper,So..
lar alT I've seen in the Whisper, other
than the news of the organization of
the Committee for Peace and Freedom,
the statement of its objectives and its
purpose, is one slam-ban- g after anoth.
er against the Voice. How about that
article on "warmongers"? How many
times haOhe word been used in the
eight Voice editions to date? At most,
it was implied three times. In one ar-
ticle it was used once and implied
once. The third time was in another
article only to explain its meaning.
So actually it was used only once!
And yet it has been taken up as a
major issue.
. ...
What has been the tone oFlhe two"
Whispers? Sarcasm, and nothing
more! How many times did they slam
the Voice in the last issue? And what
have, the editors to say on the tone
of that last sentence concerning tho
"mastermind of Kauke basement"?
The more I see of his policy, the more
I believe that maybe he is a master-
mind.
I am not opposed to the Committee
for Peace and Freedom as such. I am
opposed to the Whisper. To me 'the
purpose so far has been merely to re-
fute the Voice which is littj
'tion for a Whisper which seems more'
like a Roar.
Sincerely, '
Erdine Maxwell
Soldier Joins . Group
Dear Editor:
Recently I received a 'copy of the
Oct. . 30 issue of the Voice. If my
conclusions are , correct Well over
one-hal- f of the students are still non- -
and has the atmosphere of gaiety, the
couples enthusiastically beating -- the
ball to a pulp and the boys lining up
their shots. --Here the minor athletes
reign supreme.
.Where Lovers Meet
But we are back in the hall again.
A turn to the left, a long dark cor- -
see-group-
s of people-sitti- ng in chairs ridor-a- nd -a-fo- om.-- Theadministra
-- and couches around the wall. There tion has groaned, convention has
is the group of girls who brought their frowned, the college has tittered, but
studying over hoping to be inspired this' last frontier has endured. Sup-b- y
song. There are the boys and girls plied with davenports, easy chairs, and
who have dropped in for a few min- - a radio, the room is popular for the
utes to relax themselves after a day steady couples. A hush envelopes the
of rushing around. They, close their very air. The choice spot of this oasis
.
eyes and to all appearances are asleep, is the sofa in front of the radio. The
- "Steadies''' Wait couple here has comparative privacy,
On Monday night several girls are for the sofa faces the wall. The old-boun- d
to come in to wait for their timers just bustle in early and find a
steadies who have Congressional club davenport. The novices, however, first
meeting next door. They are generally peek blushingly in, select a magazine
accompanied by knitting and whispers, for camouflage, and nonchalantly
and are guaranteed to leave by 8:45. stroll to a vacancy.. Some come hon-Interspers- ed
among them are the real estly to find a place to read, but find
music. lovers for whom the-r6"6- m was it impossible to read in the semi-mad- e.
Once in a while the peace is darkness, and find the glances of those'
invaded by .Mrs. Rowe's music appre- - around unbearable when a light is- -
ciationi:lasswho arecramming for a turned on. Such become discouraged
listening test. The whole room bristles and are not habitual. Common com- -
plaints of the social room set con-
cern determined caretakers of the so-
cial rooms who count three and switch
on the lights; short sofa-bac- k frustra-
tion; and lack of space. The social
room, has an off -- shoot; the congres-
sional room sometimes houses the over- -
flow.
across the hall? That, my good man, When closing Hour comes the music
is the room which contains the ping lovers, with a sigh, shut off Bee- -
pong and pool tables. It is here that tfioven's V, the energetic ring back
the tooTke-w-go-toabviet- h
cold-to-stay-outdoo-
rs, the too-bashfu- l- come out blinded by the light in the
to-tal- k, and the too-unaquainted-- to- hall. They mingle good-naturedl- y and
coo-at-each-oth- er, meet on common Wooster from A to Z has come to
grounds. Joe can beat Sadie at ping theend of another evening.
.
Letters to the Editor of , the Voice
Discuss Activities of Freedom Group
The Voice invito iu reader! to cxpreu -- '...v.:
their opinions in i brief and courteous intprvpnfinniof. An ,,. i m ,
manner. Each letter mu.t bear the .ignature ""erventionists. re we our brother s
and address of the author, but the name keeper? Or are we his judge? Before
may be initialed if the author so desires. . j D . . , ,The editor reserves the right to accept ' we Jucge Britain let S cast out the
or reject any communication.
, beam in our own eye. It is evident
' that before' lasting beo j fy. W7, , - peace canbtUdent Opposes WhlSper' had we must root out the German
' officer class that enslaves our German
brothers and builds a military mon-
ster which tries to engulf the world in
every generation.
Our responsibility as the home of
freedom, wealth, and 'power is to
patiently .teach the rest of the world
--t!riive 1iV peace.-Tod-b this we have
to free them when they ask for free-
dom, then ciur job is only begun. After
the last war, we did not live up to our
agreement.- - We made the world safe
for democracy did we? Yes, we
'walked out - on the most important
part, that of helping to plan the
world's democracies. A job poorly
done or left undone has to be done
over after time has worn away its
foundations.
Miss Dunham awakened me to the
fact that all of the culture of the old
world has been transplanted to Amer-
ica, and it is our job to save it, nour-
ish it and then return it to a Europe
which would have lost a generation.
The new generation should be, taught
the beauty of its ancestorout not by
its fathers. The cost will be tremcn-dou- s,
but if-- re are ever to return to
the-AmeriaiTwa- ybflife
we"snalF
have to bring Europe along, Too
many of us are narrowly, and selfishly
trying to maintain something that is
no more, that can only be developed
by a great sacrifice.
Your army will have a high morale
.
as soon'as the civilians begin to forget
self and help our national effort. A
soldier making 21 dollars a month is
not heartened when he sees defense
wr'f striking, wasting valuable time
and perhaps his own life, if they are
working on equipment which when
completed would mean life or death to
him, were war to be declared.
-- f-
May I become an associate member
of the Committee for Peace and Free-
dom? I shall be in favor of it as long
as freedom is its highest objective.
God made man free; neither hate nor
fear can enslave him!
I should hate to see militarism en-t- er
Wooster, but I am sorry that the
college has no R.O.T.C course. Woos-ter'- s
Christianity would certainly mix
well with defense leadership. I want
my sons to be prepared
.to. lead the
next generation if my own generation
is as short-sighte- d as the last.
i Let's forgive our brothers' sins
against us for two wrongs do not make-- a
right; and this time let us not only
finish the war, but build the new
-p- eace-on-a
- foundation-of-J- o ve-Thi-stron- gest
can afford to. be the most
charitable. .
Sincerely,
Pvt. Gordon' H. Smith, '40,
.
Camp Roberts, California
CAMPUS CAMERA
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DR. WILLEM J. LITTEN OF TUE UNN-O- F
MINNESOTA MAS DISCOVERED A NEW
STAR. A CUBC INCH OF WHICH WOULD
WEIGH 1000 TONS
A Hairs
of N ote
a A.C.P.
ALEXANDER
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'TO READ
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NEVER
ATTENDED
GRADE.
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0LDASE0FI2!
I MUST BE ABOUTtrnwoTWO
STEPS THIS SIDE I
HEAVEN.
OF
Hallie Harris.supervisorof
JANITORS AT THE UNIV. OF KANSAS,
E5TlHftATt5 He HAS CLlWBa?
5x660(OOQ STEPS,0R ATOTAL OF
742 MILK, INTHE FAST 14 YEARS
Just Ad Libbing . . .
The recent shower of literary en- - dining - room announcements, dean- -
deavors which ' has descended upon callSj etc . --
'
our campus would lead us to believe A t .
, .. , , As a natural result, a reduction in- -
uiab a new lvulx in juuiuauaui nau i i ... . ..
been added to the curriculum ... it t.u. no
we didn't know better. It all. seems to "new edition" is complete without au.
have started when a couple of birds thoritative comments,
(doves) decided to pick on a bone.
It was a pretty inviting bone, for in Lesson For Sleuths
a short time other birds (of a different Each publication will of course, give
feather) began t& gather to pick at rise to much conjecture. In order to
the bone The birds stillsame are learn where we must address aJJ com.gathering and there's no indication , . . . ,
ment and criticism each of willi i -- ii j j- - t we us 11that they will cease and disist from
,
their pickings. have t0 resort f'the role of sleuth-- .
The New Presses The first teP " t0 ,abel copy be- -
The immediate effect has been to fore us "authentic" or "pseudo". If
make the dawn of a new day on the we are at all clever, this wiU be simole.
Wooster. campus something to look Kiext. we carefull -- .K I
forward to. When rising in the morn- - , , . ,
or every word in search ofi r i a vper-m- g,after casting the usual hateful
glance at the clock, we shall be tempted sistent 'perfection in the print. We
to peer immediately under our door discover, let us say, in every repetition
or out in the hall to see what new of the word "peace", a small "p" in- -
"sheet" has arrived. If we are luckv. i r . . .
, , . , , , a' eaa or a capital V . Ihis ob--
we snail nna a copy Detore tne rival
faction has confiscated any of them viously was not intentional. Our task
If not, ..we shall be patient and per- - then " t0 locate the typewriter on
haps acquire a - copy of the noon the campus that will not print a capi- -
edition or the 5 -- star final in the eve- - tal 1 etter Jf when the word peace"
written. Having done this we need
: All bulletin-boards- -: of. course 1 will only write to the firm which made the
henceforth command a closer inspec- - typewriter, ask for the bill of sale,
tion. The "alert person will take ad- - and we have our man. This is purely- -
vantage of this and post all bills, Hypothetical however, and perhaps less'
lost-and-fou-
nd notices, etc.,' as close complicated than an actual case would
to the latest edition- - as possible. With be.
the assurance of a larger bulletin-read- - There are other methods one might
ing public this should suggest a pos- - follow. A good sleuth would never be
sible solution whigh jalLeliminatejhe found without his handbook. One of
necessity or all ctiapei announcements, the best from the. standpoint of its
availability to all is of course, Beem's
"Index". In it, a complete ; rogues'
gallery of all possible suspects will be
found and positive identifications can
be made. Freshmen are naturallv above
suspicion and therefore not included
By LBS GIBIAN in the handbook. Beware too, of all
Last week-en- d we had the oppor- - who. prof ess to be "in the know"
tunity to . near, two canasr-Dotnor-t- ney aretrequently wrong and above
which were new on the campus. all, remember, "Cherchez la femme."
Friday night Jimmy Franck's Col- -
legians played for the Holden formal.
.
"Editors" Desist!
This combination had a novel instru- - 'his literary output continues, and
mentation for a band that plays col- - becomes more and more prolific there
lege dates. The reed section was com- - ha've to be some kind of regula-pose- d
of two saxes and one of them on- - We do not imply a curtailment
doubling on violin. Also one man of "freedom of .the press" . . . no,
played' only violin, making up a two no, not that; but some limitations
piece string section. It was the opinion niust' be agreed upon else chaos will
of many that the violin section was "suit. Not having adequate room for
not loud enough to be effective Also, expression in the "Voice", every
manv voiced the nnininn rhae vinlin eenng RrouD on the camnui mav re- -
have no place in a dance orchestra. 80rt t0 'his underground press. We
This, however, is a matter of choice. mght be literally swamped by 'Voices',
Personally I think that on a slow whispering, whistling, whooping, wail.
sweet ballad a violin chorus is very ng, whining, whimpering, wheezing,
appropriate (providing, of course, 5tc- - al3 any attempt to keep abreast
that there is a full violin section). f them. all in order to remain well- -
The brass section was fair, which informed and well-rea- d, would be
included a verv fine trumnet n!nir futile. -
The arrangements were very short and
the intermissions too long. The quality
of the music was extremely good con-
sidering the freak instrumentation.
The rhythm section, consisting of only
two pieces, was weak. In spite of this,
however, the music was danceable..aoi - -
ing's crew. The strong point of .this
combination was its rhythm section
which made the band excellent - for
dancing. The weak point, if any, was
probably the vocalist who had a style
somewhat like that of Bonnie Baker.
To protect the Wooster readers, we
would like to suggest a Campus Jour-
nal Relations Board to meditate all
disputes and offer suggestions. This
"""' uuiu me numoer o t un
official student publications to six, one
J-- ..
' Tl I I .The orchestra at the all-colle- ge . . , "a',BACePt inuraay, tms
i - . . . last stipulation in order to crive the
Voice" adequate chance for expres
sion of 'its views. Each paper should
be required to register with the board,
an editor being allowed to designate
an impartial party to represent him if
he wishes to. remain incognito. The
Heroica-w.ver- y ofuAlthouah.the: " r"7 a"a excltemen
section work eaCO Papef W0Uld thul bcwas only fair, the bandj , , . , . preserved,had good soloists and novelties.
' In tit coming music polls to se- -
.
Incidentally, since it's the fashion,
lect An.rica's most popular musicians, kindly address all suggestions and
may we suggest that you vote for criticism of this column to the editorWayne King as a hot saxophone solo- - of the Voice
. . , not to us. We will
ist, he is favorite. ''our accept any compliments, however.
.
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Scot's Comeback
At Half Wins, 9-- 6
Oberlin Loses Lead After
Late Scores Give Scots
Win in Listless Contest
Outplayed and bottled up through
most of the first half of last Satur
day's game, the Wooster Scots turned
on the power in the third quarter to
overcome a one touchdown deficit
and notch a 9 to 6 victory over their
traditional rivals from Oberlin. The
obviously keyed-u- p Oberlin team
grabbed the lead in the second quar-
ter and held it doggedly until Cap-
tain Harry Ditch crashed over for a
touchdown in the third period. Sev-
eral minutes later, Bill Shinn stood
on the 15 yard line and lifted a field
goal between the uprights for the three
points that were to be decisive.
Scot Line Holds
The first period saw Oberlin twice
drive deep into Wooster territory
only to be thrown back by the Scot's
forward wall. Two quick kicks by Dick
Defevre, the last of which went but
on the eight yard line, put Wooster
back on- - their heels. Ditch punted well
in return but Oberlin came surging
back toward touchdown territory.
Several running plays, an offside pen;
alty on Wooster, and a Lefevre to
Dipman pass placed the ball on the
13 yard line. Dipman pounded to the
Wooster two and one-hal- f yard lfce
for a first down and the underdogs
from Oberlin had almost reached the
promised land. An offside penalty on
Wooster moved the Scots back one
more yard toward their goal. Here
they called a halt, oug in and threw
jOberlinbacklfora-tota- l ofeven
yards net loss on four plays.
Standing in the end zone, Ditch
got off a beautiful punt that traveled
55 yards in the air and placed Oberlin
back on their own 37. With Lefevre
throwing and Dipman and Clelland
receiving, Oberlin was on the move
again to the Wooster 23, but here they
were stopped by the Scots. The quick
kicks by Lefevre, which were Ober-lin'- s
most potent weapons throughout
the first half, were keeping Wooster in
a dangerous position as the first quar-
ter ended.
Wooster Marches
Wooster began to give its fast signs
of offensive power as the second
quarter got under way. Relying chiefly
on flat passes from Kate to Ditch, the
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Scots marched to a first down on the
Oberlin seven yard line. But three
plays lost ground and Shinn's attempt
at a field goal on the fourth down
missed fire. ...(
With Wooster deep in their own
territory, Oberlin got the break they
had been waiting for. Frank Clelland,
Oberlin end, diagnosed perfectly
Wooster's spread formation and in-
tercepted Shinn's lateral pass intended
for Vigrass. Three plays later Oberlin
was over the line. A short pass from
Lefevre to Clelland in the corner of
the nd zone paid off with the six
points. Captain Worcester's attempt
to convert failed, and the score was
6 to 0. When the gun went off to end
the half, Oberlin had effectively halted
another Wooster " bid "and "still held
their lead.
Scots Score
It was a different Wooster team
that faced Oberlin for the second half
kick-of- f, and' just five plays after the
beginning of the half, Wooster was
over for a touchdown. Oberlin brought
the kick-of- f back to their 21, but they
went no farther. On first down Karl
Kate streaked into the Oberlin back-fiel- d
and pounced on a bad center
to give1 the Scots the ball on the 1 3
yard line, Captain Ditch broke over
the Oberlin right tackle for the score.
Kelner of Oberlin blocked Shinn's at-
tempt to add the extra point.
After receiving the kick-of- f Woos-
ter marched straight down the field
as if they were going to add another
touchdown. Featuring the ball carry.
ing of Ditch and Shinn, the Scots
worked their way to a first down on
the len yardlinerThree "playrnetted
only two yards and on fourth down,
Bill Shinn called his trusty right
foot into play, the result was a game
winning field goal, making the score
Wooster 9, Oberlin 6. . Late in the
third period Woostar threatened again
but a pass interception ended the
march.
Threat Fails
Late in the fourth quarter, Oberlin
opened up their offensive in an effort
to complete a long pass. The only
real threatening gesture was made oh
a pass from Lefevre to Dipman but
the play was called back and a penalty
inflicted on Oberlin. On the final play
of the game Deidrick picked one of
the desperate heaves out of the air and
returned it deep into Oberlin territory,
but his lateral to Kate was fumbled,
and Oberlin was in possession of the
ball as the gun went off.
Nation Sees Upseis
In Week end Games;
Pitt Beats Fordham
""""" By BOB SANBORN: ' "
Well, here we aie again on an-
other Thursday and the most hectic
week-en- d in this dying football season
has passed. Last week's games ran
true to form in that there were plenty
of. upsets Inactitwas one of the
most upsetting week-end- s in gridiron
history.
The biggest upset of the day was
performed at the Smoky City where
a rapidly improving Pitt team led by
two potential All-America- ns, Edgar
"Special Delivery" 'Jones and Ralph
Fife, defeated a jiighly toutedFord-ha- m
team 13 to 0. Fordham had fig-
ured this game as a snap and it
snapped right back at them. Jock
Sutherland, former Pitt coach and
now coach of the Brooklyn Dodgers
professional football team had ac-
claimed the Fordham team the best all-arou- nd
team he has even seen.
--- Navy Beaten
Both of the. service teams suffered
defeats at the hands of underdogs..
Navy was submerged by Notre Dame
20 to 13. The passing of Notre
Dame's Angelo Bertelli featured the
game. He completed 12 out of 18,
arid his passes set up all three Notre
See Our
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Wooster Meets Colorful Wittenberg Eleven in Final Till;
' Fighiing Lutherans" Hold Ohio
By EARL NELSON- -
The Wooster Scots will play their
last game of the season Saturday after-
noon when they meet the "Fighting
Lutherans" of Wittenberg, last year's
undefeated,-unti- ed, Ohio "Conference
champions.. The two teams have played
three common foes: Muskingum, Mt.
Union, and Bowling Green. Witten-
berg defeated Muskingum and Mount
Union, and lost to Bowling Green.
The Scots defeated Muskingum and
Mount Union, and tied Bowling
Green. On the basis of performance
against these teams the game Saturday
promises to be a real thriller .with
both sides out to mark one up in the
win column."
Team Wins Four f
Wittenberg started the season look-
ing like the championship team, of
last year. They were unscored upon in
the first four games,, dropping Mus-
kingum 13 to 0, Lawrence Tech 14 to
0, Marietta 27 to 0, and Mount Union
Union 7 to 0. The next week their im-
pressive string of 1 5 consecutive games
without defeat was broken by Heidel-
berg 14 to 0. Last week they were
stopped fey Bowling Green .13 to 0.
After these two defeats they will
probably bounce back tougher than
ever before. 7 '
Coach T. W. Stobbs has six letter-me- n
on his relatively small squad of
23 players.L The lone letterman from
last year's fine backfield is the full-
back, Norman Lymahgrover of Na-
poleon. He will be the field general
of the Lutherans Saturday afternoon.
Lymangrover is a very fine punter and
his line plunging is one of the high
Dame touchdowns. Army was sadly
out-maneuver- ed by Harvard 20 to 6."
Missouri led by Wade defeated N.
Y. U. 26 to Q. Missouri is coming
along fast after being beaten in the
opener by Ohio State and is now one
of the leading teams in the country.
In other games in the east Penn de-
feated Columbia'19 to 16," Dartmouth
defeated Princeton 20 to 13.
State Wins
In the middle-wes- t Ohio State de-
feated Wisconsin 46 to 34 in one of
the weirdest games in Big Ten his-
tory. Jack Graf led Ohio State while
Wisconsin was led by , their great
sophomore fullback Pat Harder. " .
Northwestern beat Indiana 20-1- 4, in
what was termed the battle of "rook-
ies", Otto Graham of Northwestern
and Hillenbrand of Indiana. The In-
diana boy seemed to have the edge in
the dual. In other midwestern - and
southern games Iowa defeated Illinois
21 to 0; Purdue beat Marquette 7 to
Line of
A. SNYDER, Representative
142 EAarwill St.
lights of the Wittenberg offense.
Line Has Vets , -
On the line there are five returning
lettermen: Roger Rossi of Springfield
at center; Owen Shirk of Fostoria at
guard ; Hal Simpson 6fCTncTnhati
at guard; Mark Neumann of Lorain
at tackle; and Robert Caton of Ur-ban- a
at end. Rossi, a junior, is d
very capable center, standing six feet
two inches and weighing 180 pounds.
He is a hard tackier and an all around
dangerous man. Bob Caton, a senior,
was a high scorer last year and is a
man to be watched on' passes. -
On the Wittenberg team there is one
of the smallest men in the Ohio Con
ference, little Oscar Erb, a sophomore
from Wapakoneta. Erb weighs only
124 pounds. He won his numerals last
year and showed everybody that he
was a capable runner and passer.
When Coach Stobbs issues a call
for men, he asks only for men who
have a desire to play the game because
they lik e it. What the Lutherans lack
in numbers they make up in their love
for the game. Wittenberg features a
strong defense rather than a strong
offense. Their offense was weakened
further by the injury of Louis Ryman,
a fleet-foote- d sophomore back, who
was badly hurt in the Mount Union
game.
The head coach of the "Fighting
Lutherans" . is . a very capable man
Coach Stobbs came to Wittenberg in
1929. Since then he ' has had two
undefeated teams, in 1931 and 1940.
He believes football should be played
the way he played it the rugged
way. He was chosen for allrAmerican
6; Alabama edged Tulane 19 to 14;
Duke" walloped Davidson 54 -- to . 0;
Georgia Tech defeated Kentucky 20
to 13 and Texas Aggies defeated
Southern Methodist 21 to 10.
"Texas Tied
There were many outstanding games
played in the west and southwest
What is regarded as one of the big
gest upsets of the season was accomr
plished by Baylor in holding the
powerful scoring machine of Texas to
a 7 to 7 tie.' Texas was figured to be
the
.top team of the country and lost
plenty of hard earned prestige in this
tie game with a very weak Baylor team.'
Minnesota led again by little Bud
Higgins defeated Nebraska 9 to 0.
Stanford after scoring two touch-
downs in the-fir- st quarter had to be
content with a 13 to 0 victory over
Southern California, Oregon defeated
U.C.L.A. 19 to 0 f Washington de-
feated California 13 to 6 in other lead-
ing western games. , .
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Conference Crown
honors when he played for W. and
J. Since then he has been equally
successful in the coaching field, so
the Scots should be well prepared for
a tough battle with Coach Stobbs and
his"Fightihg Lutherans".
Women's
mhht teg
By ILENB SMITH
The stand under the stadium that
satiates Wooster cravings during the
football games is sponsored by the
Women's Athletic Association. Under
the direction of Gwen Polen, treasur
er, and Miss Buccalo, club sponsor,
the W. A. A. board works down there
every game day. It's real work too;
scores of mechanics are involved in
this business enterprise. The girls de
serve lots of credit for this successful
yearly venture which is the only means
of -- finance which the W.A.A. has to
fun its extensive sport? program.
Enthusiasm has been rampant on
the hockey field lately. It seems as
though a super freshman team has
emerged which beat the upperclassmen
last week to the tune, of 3-- 0. The de
feated are seeking a return engage'
ment,- - however. - Any thing - may hap
pen!
Swimming meets are in the offering
for aspiring mermaids. The first will
be held next week; till then plunge
in and practice.
Hot Fudge or Hot Chocplate
For Cold Weather
At The SHACK
CITY TAXI
-- 8 1- 2-
DAY and NJGHT
LIBERTY CLEANERS
Have You Tried
BELLE SHARMEER
DefenseHdSe"
$1.00 Pair
Stockings that look as nice as
ever, yet they save 50 of silk
by clever use of Bemberg in the
topsand feet.-- In-yourpropor-H- oned
leg size.
Annat's
.By JOHN STRANAHAN
- Voice Sports Editor
Wooster's 1941 football team which
was supposed to be a steamroller at
the first of the year, is now sadly los-
ing its steam. What has happened to
the 'team that was rated one of the,
best to ever trod the sacred soil of
Severance Stadium? What has hap-
pened to all that material, experience,
and spirit? The first two are still there
but the third is lacking.. It is not fair
to condemn all the players for losing
that old Wooster fight but it .only
takes a few trouble makers to bog
down the whole works.
- In last week's game there may
have been reasons for disorganiza-
tion but Wooster's team has not
been playing the brand of foot-
ball it is capable of playing. Oc-
casionally the team, has come to
life as it fortunately did in the
start of the second half against
Oberlin, and when they did start
to work together as a unit, they
looked like an altogether different
outfit.
I do not want to be convicted of
losing faith in the football team, far
from it, but I would like to see the
team pull together in the last game.
The Wittenberg game ought to be
plenty tough but my money says that
if the Scots play the brand of ball
they are capable of playing Witten-
berg is in for a big surprise Satur-
day.
There is no doubt that Oberlin
"""Was'set for last Saturday's garnet
They played the best game they
have played all season.. Led by
their colored end, Turpin, the
Yeomen had Wooster outwitted
most of the first half. The spread
play that Wooster used has back-
fired the last two times they have
called it. Oberlin evidently knew
exactly what was coming which
only goes to show you that you
can't use the same play, without
variations, week in and week out
without the opponents getting
wise.
The hats off " department' of the
week takes a bow for Elge Deidrick
and John Smeltz both of whom played
a fine game last Saturday. Deidrick
and Smeltz are only sophomores but
both of them have been standouts all
season. .
Now that this year's touch foot-ba- ll
season is almost all over but
the shouting, it might be said that
this was one of the most ' success-
ful seasons the league has had
THE RIGHT RECIPE
fOR TIIAC3KSOIVIC3G
1 -- "
The right place to eat Thanksgiv-
ing dinner ,U at home and the right
way to get home is by Greyhound t
Maybe money doesn't mean anything
to yon and then again maybe it
does. At any rate youll save a lot of
it traveling at Greyhound's low round-tri- p
fares and youll have a lot more
fun going with the crowd. Plan now
to take this trip to turkey by
Super-Coac- h at a super-savin- gl
Beemr
By the way, if you have any spare
time drop over to the gym and aet
'V"preview of this year's basketball
team or go down to the pool and
watch the swimming team go throueh P
their paces. The first basketball came .
is only 26 days away. ""
When the final whistle blows
ending Saturday's game, the cur-
tain will fall on the careers of
seven seniors whose loss will
be sorely missed. Four reg-
ulars, Harry Ditch, Bob Pren-
tice, and Karl Kate, who will have
won three letters, and John Heal- -
ey, who will have two awards to
his credit will be playing their
last game. Three reserves, Bill
Vigrass, John Ervin, and Dan
Simon, will also be donning their
uniforms for the last time. All
of these seniors have performed
brilliantly during their three sea--
"Hoot Mon' for the seven sen- - " '
sons of football So let's give a
iors.
SAMPLE FARES
One- - Rd.
Way Trip
Buffales N. Y. J3.80 J&B3
New York, N.Y. 8.63 13-6-0
'Louisville. Ky. 3U0 9.20
Chicago, IU. 4.80 8.63
Charles!, W.Va. 30 9.40
PHONE 444
GERYHQUND BUS TERMINAL
141 NORTH BUCKEYE ST.
sipce It was organized. The teams
are still far from being equal as
the various scores will indicate. -
Mose Hole, who is in charge of
intramural sports, k toying with
the idea of making the loop con-
sul of eight teams next falL Each
section would have a team and
Douglass would have only one
v team instead of three as it now - '
has. Each team would play every
other team two games instead of
one as they did this year. This
would make .competition much .
keener. "
While on the subject of touch foot-
ball it seems to me that the athletic
department ought to present the win-
ner with some sort of a trophy. Mich-
igan and Minnesota have their little
brown jug, so why shouldn't the
school furnish some similar object
to bis claimed by the winner of the
league next year. Any ideas would be
appreciated.
It is about, time that somebody
complimented the cheer leaders
on the fine job they 'are doing this
year in furnishing a lot of spirit
at the games. Their routines and
cheers are the best that I have "7"
seen at any of the games we have
played this season. This is a thank-Jes- s
job but it is being handled
very well by Paul Churton, Vir-
ginia Clark, Ned Schrefiler, Ruth
Kress, Marg Rydstrom, and Gene
Bolivia' GO MB
Mtnnr.x i
Cplleges Favor
Non-interventi-
on
Policy For U. S.
64 Say "No" to A.RF.
Women Students Favor
Neutrality Law Revision
lading colleges show a marked neg
- ative opinion on American interven
tion in the European War according
to the results of the Yale News For-- -
eign Policy Poll in which the Voice
participated.
The poll was conducted by thi
Yale editorial board in order that a
.
cross-sectio- n of American college opin
ton might be taken. ' Letters were
mailed1 to 800 leading colleges and
prep schools with only 157 colleges
and 12 prep schools "replying." The
statistics are not the result of student
polls, but represent the opinions of
the editorial boards of the schoo
papers. Discrepancies in figures are
caused by double markings for failure
to mark by some of the boards.
The poll results follow:
1. Weighing carefully the factors for
and against intervention, do you
think the United States should en
ter the present European war?
Yes 5)5(36), No 99(64)
2. Do you favor revision of the neu
trality law which will permit Amer
ican merchant ships to enter war
zones?
.
Yes 1 (52) No 76(48)
3. Do you believe that such revision
.
will result in our entry in the war?
Yes 132(87), No 20(13)
4. If the United States enters the
war,jo you believe that we should
send an American expeditionary
force to Europe?
Yes 56 (36), No 100(64)
Colleges represented in the poU
were geographically located in every
section of the country. A striking ex-
ample may.be shown by the fact that
taken sectionally, Southwestern schools
ere the most strongly opposed to in-
tervention. Women's colleges showed
the highest affirmation toward revision
of the neutrality law.
Watch Repairing Jewelry
GEO. H. LAHM
JEWELER
221 EAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pens Diamonds
AFTER A
FASHION
AT
FREEDLANDER'S
Maybe you'll get one for Christmas
but why wait? When you see the
Mary Barron slips on third floor
you'll want one right away. Mary
Barrons have been advertised in
"Vogue" and "Mademoiselle" because
they're ' straight fcut and - guaranteed
not to creep up around your "kneeses"
in this cold weather. 'Tis said that
the pattern for these Briastrait slips
was cut by a Scottish seamstress r
smart gaL that! And you'll be classed
as a smart gal, if you give Mary Bar-
ron slips for Christmas tailored or
with lace, they're lovely.
BARBARA HAAS has the right
idea flowers in the hair are a charm-
ing diversion from the eternal ribbon
bow and present an attractive new
style trend. I saw gardenias and dais--
"
es (and these won't wilt) on first
floor, They're double
- purpose . to-o-
for evening with your formal or for
classroom wear with your everyday
sweater and skirt.
T7ACrame,rcounter 1 ran across
those trick peasant suspenders. Have
you seen the bright pair NATALIE
CLARK has been wearing? It seetns to
me they'd be ideal for holding up
skirts that have stretched around the
waist and you'll have to admit they
certf.flareA0?JIain blouse
and skirt
Adv. BMcC.
IDEAL
MILK
PHONE
Vooster and Oberlin Bands Combine
t v
r
Dunham Favors
U.S. War Entry
(Continued from Page 1)
economic basis would be formed, such
as a Scandinavian, a Slavic, and a
Mediterranean federation, , and com
plete national sovereignity must go
into the establishment of a world po
lice force.
She asserted that pur campus groups
are one year behind the times and that
limilar groups throughout the coun
try are discussing ,plans for a new
world order.- - She added that the isola
tionists' stand is dead, that it is out
of harmony with the cultural and ec
onomic tendencies of our time since
the world is slowly being drawn closer
together.
Peace Fellowship
Will Meet Nov. 16
(Continued from Page 1)
need is so much greater and the suffer
ing so much more widespread and ter
rible, it was decided to renew the pro
ject this year on a community wide
basis.
On Sunday evening, Nov. 16, at
eight o'clock, the club will hold its
egular meeting at the home of Mary
and James Smucker. This will be an
informal discussion and social meeting
and anyone interested in the ideals or
projects of the-grou- p is urged to--at-
tend.
IT'S GOOD
CREAM TOMATO SOUP
MOCK CHICKEN on toast
with beverage
25c
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At half-tim- e during the Wooster
Oberlin football game, Nov. 8, a pag
eant to stimulate the sale of defense
bonds culminated in the formation of
the slogan, "Buy Bonds". The first
word was formed by the Oberlin band
tinder the leadership of Mr. Arthur
Williams while Wooster's band and
the characters who had participated
in the panorama of American history
completed the final word.
The panorama progressed from the
frontiersman, through the "Spirit of
76", the Civil War and the World
War I to the present crisis. In pan-
tonine Hitler and Mussolini (Jim
Stou- t- and J im- - Chestnut) and - their
Invaders subjected the countries of
Europe (nine girls in colorful Euro-
pean dress). Uncle Sam (Chet Turn-
er) with his Bondsmen put the Invad-
ers to rout. The pageant was climaxed
Prexy Talks on
"What Is Man?
President Charles F. Wishart will
speak at Student Fellowship Sunday,
Nov. 16, on the subject "What is man
from a religious standpoint?" His
talk will be the third and concluding
one on the more general subject
"What Is Man?"
Last Sunday morning Dr. John A.
Hutchison discussed "What is man
from the philosophical point of view?"
After his talk, there was an- - open for
um, with a lively dkcussipn.
The Student FellowSwjK meets every
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. in Kauke social
room. All students are Urged to at-
tend.
Corporation --Hears
Insurance Speaker
Orrville Welsh, Cleveland district
agent for the Equitable Life Insur-
ance Company of Iowa, will speak on
"The Principles Behind Insurance"
at a meeting of THE Corporation
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in lower Bab- -
cock.t
Mr. Welsh will answer any ques
tions, pertaining to his subject, that
stuSets may wish to ask. This meeting
ii-
-
open., to all students
.
interested in
economics.
Don't get the
wrong I
Ware giving you the right steer
whan wa ask you to come in and
th new
RUGBY
Sweaters
.
Some for rough sports and others
for smooth stylo ... but in
either case, Sweaters you can
count
,
on for
.
good appearance
and good service. ... at prices
that beat even . your Ideas of
iSonomy.' : '. v
-
$3.95 and $4.95
.
' '
'
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BRENNER BROS
in Pageant to Stimulate Bond Sales
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'
-
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by the "Buy Bonds" formation and
the playing of the "Star Spangled
Banner", led by Mr. Stanley Davis,'
director of the Wooster band.
John Bathgate wrote the script which
was read during the pageant.'
Photo Courtesy Daily Record
Lerch Will Discuss
Designing of Tools
Byron Lerch, president of the
math club, will speak on Mathematics
and Tool Design at the club's regular
meeting which will be held Monday,
Nov. 17, at 7:15 p.m. in 207 Taylor
hall.
Membership in the math club is
open to all students interested in math-
ematics, and fa compulsory for mem-
bers of Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Fifteen new members received form-
al initiation into Kappa Mu Epsilon,
national mathematics fraternity, ' at
the regular meeting held Monday,
Nov. 3. Dr. C. O. Williamson will
speak on navigation at the next meet
ing, the first Monday in December.
Mrs. Van Eaton Speaks
To Spanish Fraternity
Mrs. J. P. Van Eaton who recently
returned from Venezuela will be the
guest, '"speaker-a-t" thnegularmeeting
of the Epsilon chapter .of Sigma Delta
Pi, national Spanish .honorary fra-
ternity, on Nov. 17. All advanced
Spanish students are invited to attend
this meeting which will be held at Miss
Ruth Richardson's home. - -- - -
't : -
Reporters, Notice!
Voice assignments will be posted
in the office by noon, Tuesday,
Nov. 18, for the issue immediate-
ly following Thanksgiving vaca-
tion. Reporters should check out
their assignments before Wednes-
day afternoon. .
History Frat. Discusses
Life of Benveniito Cellini
A discussion on the book, the au-
thor, and the times of the Autobiog-
raphy of Benvenuto Cellini was led by
Margaret Ahrens, Frances Eisenber-ger- ,
and Anita Ogden at the meeting
of Phi Alpha Theta, history fraternity,
Wednesday, Nov. 12. Virginia Hart
was hostess. i
Schine's WOOSTER Theatre
FRIDAY and SATURDAY Two Big Nights
;,.....--
-
William HolderY' iri' Texas"' '
'
.'., The Merrymacs Moonlight in Hawaii
SUNDAY - MONDAY
Alice Faye in "WEEK END IN HAVANA"
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
FROM THE STAGE HIT THAT SHOOK
BROADWAY & LONDON!
Tbi fceort-poundi- ng dromo
of o girl with a straagi
levi fat her heart...!
tii::.:.
ft' I
erf
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Service Encourages
College Leadership
In Study Program
(Continued from Page 1)
senals of facts; campaigns of enlight
enment, and greater youth participa
tion in" defense efforts.
.
Eight suggestions are made - b
which public and private schools can
participate in broadening the scope
of the Civilian Morale Service: 1) or
ganize a school civilian morale service;
2jrodemeeting places; 3) vitalize
social studies program; 4) organize
student services ; 5) inaugurate or ex
pand forum programs; 6) encourage
teacher participation; 7) prepare eve-
ning programs and exhibits; and 8)
develop a library of information.
Colleges Urged to Help ---- --
Colleges and Universities are urged
to establish centers of information and;
graining. These centers should de
velop a comprehensive and ' up-t- o
date Library of Information on all
phases of the national defense pro-
gram; it should make use of profes-
sors, librarians, and students in the
task of organizing this Library of In
formation for practical use; it should
organize and conduct leadership train
ing courses for volunteer speakers and
discussion leaders; it should organize
and conduct institutes and round tab'
les on important problems involving
some aspect of the present, crisis; it
should publicize its Library of Info
mation; in cooperation with the Vol
unteer offices, the Centers should de
velop lists of trained discussion lead
ers and personnel data about them; it
should maintain a curriculum commit
tee designed to relate the discussion of
international problems' to classes and
to extra-curricul- ar groups; and it
should raise its own 'budget for its
Work within the state or service area.
Educators Take Part
Many outstanding American edu
cators belong to the National Advisory
Committee, which is giving general
guidance to the development of the
School and College Civilian Morale
Service. Among them arci Howard L.
Bevis, President of Ohio State; Morse
A. Cartwright, Director, Institute of
Adult Education, Teachers College,
Columbia University; Clarence Dyk-stra- ,-
PresidentrUniversity-ofWiscoa-si- n;
Frank P. Graham, President, Uni-versit- y
of North Carolina; Carl Milan,
Executive Secretary, American Library
Association, at Chicago; Elizabeth
Robertson, President, National Stu
dent Federation, Washington, D.C.,
and Herman B. Wells, President, In-
diana University.
CHAPEL:
Friday, Nov. 14 Pres. Charles F,
Wishart. Notices will be read
Monday," Nov. 17 Mr. Stanley E.
'-
-
'
- Davis,-cellis- t. '
.
Tuesday, Nov. 1 8 Convocation.
Wednesday, ,Nov. 19 Pres. Charles
.
F. Wishart.
Freshman Debaters
Discuss Resolutions,
Parliamentary Law
The meeting of the Freshman De
bate club was held Monday night,
Nov. 10, with "Procedure of Parlia
mentary Law" as the topic. The meet
ing was conducted by the presenta
tion of three resolutions, which were
discussed and argued in turn. '
The first of these resolutions was
proposed by Harold Davidson and
concerned the assimilation of em-
ployees, who had been put out of
work by the closing of factories. Dis-
cussions followed this resolution and
it was tabled until more facts could be
presented by the proponents of this
measure.
Will Lucas oresented the second res
olution which concerned the abolition
of final examinations. Prolonged con-
troversy followed this resolution and
too was put aside.
The third resolution was set forth
by Samuel Ronshiem and dealt with
the control of strikes by the govern
ment. This resolution was also tabled
iecause of unfavorable feeling against
The next meetina will be held Mon.
day night, Nov. 17. The topic will be
"Economic Relations with South
America" and will be conducted as a
panel discussion, '
Group Holds Open
Meeting in Babcock
The first open meetina of the
Committee for Freedom And Peara
was held in lower Babcock Tuesday,
Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. Prospective as-
sociate members were especially in-
vited to the meeting, which was held
in commemoration of Armistice Day
and World Government Day.
The audience heard soeeehes Uv
Prof. Aileen Dunham and John' Bath.
gate, chairman of the Committee.
Bathgate s topic was "From Pacif- -
ism to Interventionism". He declared
that many college students have
changed from a policy of oacifism
to one of intervention because tfyey
realfze that Hitlerism is not iust a
threat to Europe, it is also a threat to
our way of life. :
ProfrDunhanr spokenAHiX
torical Interpretation, of the First
World War". She concluded that, be- -
cause of our post-wa- r policv of isola.
tionism, Nazism had grown to be a
tremendous menace to American se-curi- ty;
and that in order to Preserve
our heritage of freedom,, we must de- -
teat this menace.
At the conclusion of the meeting.07
some of the audience remained and
questioned the speakers.
F. H. HAMILTON
JEWELER
Watch, Clock, BC Jewelry Repairing
215 B. Liberty Phone 893-- L
Fortnightly Honors
Baroque Period' In
: "Musical Program
The Fortnightly Music Society will
hold a meeting Monday evening, Nov.
17, at the Conservatory. A program
of the baroque period in music his-
tory has been arranged.
x
Taking part in the program will
be Dorothy Henderson, singing "Dove
Sono1' from the "Marriage of Figaro"
by. Mozart; Pauleen Smith, violin,
playing a Mozart-Kreisle- r "Rondo";
Paul Parmelee, voice, "II Mio Tesero"
from Mozart's ."Don Giovanni", and
Jack Strang, piano, Hummel's "Ron
do". Concluding the program will be
a Vocal duet from the "Marriage of
Figaro", the "Sull'
.
aria", sung by
Virginia Witzler and Martha Mil-bur- n.
Commentator for the evening will1
be Thomas Bahler.
Hygeia
Briefs
By DR. GEORGE W. JACOBY
Medical Director
It will be through this column in
the weeks to come that the Depart-
ment of Student Health will bring to
you a brief summary of hospital ad
missions, discharges, and progress
notes of convalescing patients and
other information which we consider
of health value to you.
The late Dr. Osier, who was one of
the great men of medicine, once stated,
.
Medical Progress will be made han4
in hand with public information on
medical subjects." This is as true today
as it was then. You, as students of the
College of Wooster, have unusual op--
portunities to court this information
during your visits at Hygeia hall.
By observation you can learn what
a well equipped office should contain.
You can learn the proper methods in
the care of your individual ailments,
the problem which may arise In" tnak-in- g
a. correct diagnosis and the value of
medication given in correction of
those ailments.
Above all you must learn the value '
of seeking early medical advice as a
preventative measure. You will also
learn to discriminate between sound
and unsound medical practice. So
combine these observations with ques-
tions during your visits
, and gain val-
uable knowledge without loss of time
or effort. '
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Women
Men
Dispensary treatments for the
week 279'
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